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Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE Course), is a technical Networking certification
program offered by Cisco Systems for senior networking professionals who will design, build,
maintain, implement and troubleshoot networking infrastructures. The CCIE Course Certification
program helps to prepare individuals ability to plan, implement, verify and troubleshoot complex
network infrastructure.
The Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert, or CCIE, is a technical networking certification which is
offered by Cisco Systems and this certification program is continuously updated by Cisco. The
Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert (CCIE) and Cisco Certified Design Expert (CCDE)
certifications were established to assist the industry of internetworking specialists worldwide.
These certifications are generally accepted as the most networking certifications in the industry.
The CCIE and CCDE certification has established a reputation for leading the networking
industry in deep technical networking knowledge. The Expert-level certification program
continually updates its testing tools to ensure and maintain program quality, relevance and
value by Cisco. Through a CCIE written and lab exam, these expert-level certification programs
set the standard for the internetworking experience.
The CCIE Course certification program is divided into three separate certifications includes the
following: routing and switching, security and collaboration.

Expert-level certifications
CCIE Routing and Switching
CCIE R&S certification is an expert level CISCO certification in Routing and Switching
technologies. This certification is designed for engineering professional and deals in a solution
of networks by Cisco system to aid the networking industry. CCIE Networking concepts are
covered for a two hour written exam, after which candidates must pass an eight-hour lab exam.
The expert level certified network engineers require a skill and knowledge who can plan,
implement, verify and operate network infrastructure.
CCIE Security
CCIE Security certification is the highest level certification in network security by CISCO system.
The CCIE Security certification prepares engineers to architect, engineer and troubleshoots
Cisco security technologies and able to handle Cisco IPS, Iron Port, and Cisco Routing and
Switches etc. CCIE candidate must pass the lab exam and secure network within eight hours.
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CCIE Collaboration
CCIE collaboration certification is to design, implementing and troubleshooting of VoIP and
video solutions in a network by Cisco. CCIE Collaboration specializing in voice and video
communication and able to work on Cisco Call Manager Express, Cisco Unity Express, Cisco
Contact Centre Express etc. CCIE Candidates must pass a two-hour written exam and an eighthour lab exam on Cisco Enterprise Collaboration.

CCIE Course costs
The CCIE R&S course duration for 2.5 months (Written and Lab Training) and approx. 1000
dollar.
The CCIE Security course duration for 3 months (Written and Lab Training) and approx. 1300
dollar.
The CCIE collaboration course duration for 3 months (Written and Lab Training) and approx.
2230 dollar.

Benefits of a CCIE Course
The CCIE is the most prestigious qualifications in the networking industry and obtaining
certification engineers who want to improve their career prospects. The CCIE certification has
practical applications of networking and will help to handle the troubleshooting issues. CCIE
holders are often able to position themselves on great designation along with the great
package.

CCIE Job Role
CCIE certification opens doors to multiple profiles. Candidate will be able to handle Cisco ASA,
Cisco IPS, AAA Server, Cisco Router & Switches etc.
There is a lot of job opportunities after completing CCIE certification like;
Network Engineer
Sr. Network Engineer
Customer Support Engineer
Network Security Engineer
Network Administrator
Technical Support Engineer
There is a lot of top industry which hire CCIE certification holder;
Cisco
ISP & Telecom Provider
Technology Companies
Banking
BPO
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Enterprises
Data Centers
So, students what are you waiting for? Enroll yourself now at Networkers Guru.
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